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Chapter 551 This Koi Fish Is Too Awesome! Little Qin Is Forced To Open For Business! 

Although Ling Xuan was confused about the boss's purpose, she still explained, disinfectant for 

ornamental fish is made with potassium permanganate. This kind of disinfectant doesn't do any harm to 

ornamental fish, but it's very effective in eliminating bacteria. Naturally, the quantity has to be 

controlled. It's not good to use too much at once. 

Qin Lin nodded. that's fine. I'll ask the curator to prepare some coins and disinfectant for disinfection. 

We'll need them later. 

Qin Lin already had an idea on how to use the koi fish's skills. 

in the future, the aquarium would specially distribute and disinfect the coins, and they could be 

collected with tickets. moreover, only children's tickets could be collected. 

anyway, the koi would not care about the adult throwing a coin. 

This fish didn't even leave him, the boss, behind. 

A moment later, Ling Xuan came back with some coins and disinfectant. She put the coins on a plate and 

handed it to Qin Lin for disinfection. 

"Boss, what do you want to do with these coins?" Ling Xuan was very confused and curious. 

From the way the boss had tossed the coin into the exhibition box, it seemed that the coin was meant to 

be thrown into the exhibition box. 

but what was the purpose of this? 

Do you expect the koi fish to come and take it away? 

That was impossible. The coin that the boss had thrown just now had been ignored. 

just as ling xuan was thinking about this, gao yaoyao walked into the aquarium with some other tourists. 

" Dear Parents, please take good care of your children. Now, follow me into the aquarium and 

experience the world in the water. 

A group of tourists with their children followed Gao Yaoyao into the aquarium. 

Some of the tourists had already taken out their phones and started taking pictures of their 

surroundings. 

"I didn't expect it to really be an aquarium!" 

"Yeah, there's no news of an aquarium opening in Linlin villa." 

"This fantasy style building is really not bad." 

“…” 

These tourists knew that the small surprise prepared by Linlin villa for the children was to give priority to 

the aquarium, so they did not hesitate to bring their children here. 
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In addition to bringing the children to experience it, they also had selfish motives. After all, the aquarium 

had not been opened yet. As the first batch of visitors to experience it, they would definitely feel like 

they had taken advantage of it. 

More importantly, he could also post a video or share it with his friends. 

Linlin Manor was too famous. Before the ranches were opened, those who were invited to participate 

for free had attracted a lot of attention. 

They felt that the aquarium could definitely do it too. 

After all, this was Linlin villa. An aquarium would definitely have something attractive about it. 

dear tourists, " Gao Yaoyao added, " you can start the tour with your children now. 

The visit to the aquarium was an open and leisurely one. Apart from the introduction and explanation of 

the key positions, staff would not be arranged to bring the tourists around. 

Gao Yaoyao walked in after she finished speaking. She quickly reached Qin Lin."Boss, I've brought the 

person." 

Qin Lin nodded. He was not in a hurry. He let the tourists have a look first, then he would catch the 

young men to test the skills of the koi fish. 

In the aquarium. 

The tourists had already started to look at the ornamental fish swimming in the water through the glass. 

A Grade 1 school of fish was quite attractive to tourists, especially to the children. From time to time, 

the children would cheer, " 

"Daddy, these fish are so beautiful." 

"Mom, look at that fish. Its tail is so big." 

there are so many beautiful fish. Mom, dad, can I have one? " 

“……” 

It wasn't just the children; even the adults accompanying them were stunned by the +1 rating of over 

2000 quality 1 ornamental fish. Although it wasn't as impressive as the +2 rating of the farm, it was still 

outstanding compared to many aquariums. 

eh, this is an albino yellow tiger, and it's a pair. One of them who knew his stuff suddenly recognized the 

two white Yellow Tigers. 

"Honey, is there anything different about this fish?" The woman holding the child asked. 

The Father explained, " this White Tiger is a noble among the ornamental fish. It's very expensive. This 

one alone is more expensive than our BMW 530. 

"This fish costs more than 600000 Yuan?" The woman exclaimed. 



The Father, who knew his stuff, looked at the other side of the water in disbelief. my Tao Wu even has a 

blood-red Dragon. I can't believe I have two too. 

His wife's child was attracted to the two fish. dad, these two fish are blood red, and their scales are so 

beautiful. Do you think they're Dragons? " 

His father, who knew his stuff, sighed. this fish is worth a few million. You can call them Dragons, right? 

if they're not Dragons, why would they be so expensive? " 

The figure of a few million immediately attracted other tourists. They all took out their phones and 

started taking pictures of the Blood Red Dragon. 

They had also seen the two fish just now, but they had never thought that they could be so expensive. 

This was a suite. 

For normal tourists, these ornamental fish were no different. 

However, when they found out that the fish cost millions, they suddenly felt that the difference 

between this fish and other fish was obvious. 

It was a very strange feeling. 

Moreover, how many people had seen a fish that cost millions? 

At least, this was the first time he had seen them in this life. 

All of a sudden, she felt that the meaning of this was different. She could even post it on her moments: 

I'll have the honor of bringing my child to see a fish that's worth millions. 

Did he suddenly feel that his circle of friends was more stylish? 

Money was disgusting. 

Chapter 552 This Koi Fish Is Too Awesome! Little Qin Is Forced To Open For Business! 

Money made people tacky. 

However, money had such an amazing additional value. 

"Are you little Qin?" Suddenly, a woman who was holding a little girl's hand finally reached the central 

area and seemed to have discovered a new continent. 

Who was little Qin? 

she was an internet celebrity from linlin villa. 

A few days ago, the horse-riding video was very popular. Many people had seen it, and it could be said 

that he was handsome and had good skills. 

A few young mothers behind the young woman heard this and also came forward with their children. 

"It's really little Qin!" 

"He's even more handsome than in the video!" 
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he's really good at it. I said horse riding! 

“……” 

Internet celebrities were more attractive than fish. These women and young mothers took out their 

phones and started taking photos of Qin Lin, as if they didn't care about their husbands at all. 

Qin Lin was caught off guard. 

He didn't expect that after so long, there would still be people who remembered him, an internet 

celebrity. 

didn't they say that internet celebrities would die quickly? 

Qin Lin looked at the beautiful young women and mothers in front of him and could only awkwardly 

open his shop. ladies and gentlemen, I'm little Qin from Linlin villa. Our villa aquarium has a special 

member, the koi fish bubbles behind me. 

I have a kind of coin here. Let your children receive it and put it into the display box behind me. Bubbles 

will give the children unexpected surprises! 

Little Qin had no choice but to go online. After saying one sentence, he moved to the side. 

at this moment, the young mothers also saw the two-meter figure of the skill koi fish in the exhibition 

box. 

The two-meter body was obviously very attractive, especially the children. With the Koi's 'attraction to 

children +2' attribute, they immediately cheered. 

"Mom, what a big fish!" 

"Mom, there's a fish bigger than you." 

"Mom, I can already ride this fish." 

“…” 

The children's cheers attracted the other children. In an instant, the group of tourists that Gao Yaoyao 

had brought with her was attracted. 

Little Qin took the coins to the food trough. "Little kids, you can put a coin in here and it will attract the 

big fish." 

Children were always easy to fool. When they really believed him, a little girl grabbed a coin and threw it 

into the food trough. 

Ling Xuan looked at this scene in confusion. Was the boss trying to fool the children? 

After all, throwing a coin could attract fish, but did they think that the fish were greedy? Didn't the boss 

himself not react at all when he lost it? 

But this time, Ling Xuan was surprised to find that when the little girl placed the coin in the food trough, 

the koi fish seemed to be attracted to it, and it swam over with its elegant tail. 



The two-meter-long fish was very attractive when it swam close to them. The parents who were 

accompanying their children took out their phones and started taking pictures again. 

then, something unbelievable happened. after the little girl threw the coin into the water, the two-

meter-long koi fish actually moved forward and bit the coin. then, it took the coin and placed it in the 

center of the water. 

"This ..." Ling Xuan was shocked to see this. 

Was this fish really greedy for money? 

The boss had made those preparations in advance and obviously knew that the fish would be like this. 

this scene naturally made the little girl who inserted the coin cheer, " "Mom, dad, the big fish will bite 

money. It took the money I gave it." 

To the little girl, this was obviously a very interesting thing. 

At that moment, the two-meter koi swam in front of the little girl and blew bubbles in front of her. 

When the bubbles appeared in the water, the little girl's eyes widened. "Wow, what a beautiful bubble." 

When the parents behind saw the shape of the bubbles, they were all surprised. 

The bubbles that the fish spat out were in the shape of a three-dimensional heart. The bubbles were 

connected together, which was incredible. 

Ling Xuan seemed to know that the boss would call this koi fish bubbles. 

However, wasn't it too awesome for a fish to blow out a heart-shaped bubble? 

Chapter 553 Hundreds Of Thousands Of Phoenix Coronet And Robes Of Rank! The Opening Of A New 

Venue!_1 

It was common knowledge that fish could spit bubbles. 

However, the two-meter koi was not only large in size, but the bubbles it spat out were also very large. 

The key was that the three-dimensional bubbles were in the shape of a love heart. 

seeing these love bubbles, the eyes of the little girl who was spat out were full of stars. 

The young mothers were just as curious. 

A mother with a particularly big ** couldn't help but ask Qin Lin,"Little Qin, why are the bubbles that this 

koi fish spits out in the shape of a love?" 

qin lin really didn't know about this. after all, no one knew the reason for the release of the game. 

However, he was still making up such a question. this fish was injured in its mouth when it was young. I 

don't know what happened after that, but after the wound healed, it spat out a heart-shaped bubble 

like this. That's why I named it bubble. 

"I see! That's a blessing in disguise." The mother with big boobs was surprised. 
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The other tourists also began to sigh. So this was the reason. 

Ling Xuan didn't expect the koi bubbles to have such a story. 

This was just right. 

Writing a Fish Card introduction would be a good selling point for publicity. 

However, he had to pay more attention to the coin. He had to be careful when disinfecting it in the 

future. 

He just didn't know if specially made coins with the koi symbol would work. 

If it was effective, he could take it out of the showcase box every once in a while. He could even sell it as 

a souvenir of the Linlin aquarium. 

This was a coin that had been created by the koi. It was said that it would bring fortune. As long as it was 

hyped up, it would definitely be very popular. 

After all, there was a limit to the pool, and he couldn't let the koi fish be kept indefinitely. Once they 

reached a certain level, he would have to take out some more from time to time. 

The little girl's experience made the other children eager to try. One by one, they surrounded Qin Lin 

and took the coins from the plate. 

Then, a little boy threw the coin into the water. 

When bubbles saw the coin that kid threw, it activated its skill again and swam over. It bit the coin again 

and placed it in the center of the pool. 

after that, it swam towards the little boy and started to blow love bubbles at him. 

When the little boy saw this, he kept clapping happily. "Mom, dad, the big fish also spat bubbles for 

me." 

The third child came forward and also threw the coin into the water. 

Bubbles ran forward and bit the coin again. He brought it to the center of the pool and continued to 

blow bubbles at the child who had thrown the coin. 

This time, the parents also saw the trick. 

"Is this koi fish doing this for money?" 

it seems like it. The child invested money, and it bit the money away before coming back to blow 

bubbles! 

moreover, it put all the money in one place. Is this the legendary koi fish transporting money to build 

their nest? " 

it's still spitting love. Does it mean that it's happy to receive money? " 

“……” 



All of a sudden, all the parents were discussing in surprise. 

It was the same young mother who asked Qin Lin again,"Little Qin, can we try?" 

Qin Lin nodded and then explained, " sure, but bubble won't care about you, Sir. 

Obviously, people wouldn't believe such an explanation. They would only be satisfied after they tried it. 

The young mother immediately took a coin from the plate, and the other parents did the same. 

These people actually fought with the children over the feeding trough and threw the coins into the 

water first. 

However, to the adults 'surprise, bubbles didn't even bat an eye at the coins thrown in by them. 

That was simply contempt and disregard, as if to express what you adults and children are fighting for. 

"It actually ignored us." The young mother said angrily. 

"Yeah, I'm also a baby, okay?" Another woman snorted. 

Qin Lin secretly laughed at this scene. 

this fish didn't even care about him, the boss, let alone you people. 

The first batch of visitors that Gao Yaoyao found eventually left the aquarium, still unsatisfied. 

As expected, the koi fish became a popular star. 

Even though the Blood Red Dragon was now more valuable than bubbles, it was not as popular as 

bubbles. 

After that, Gao Yaoyao brought in the second batch of tourists. 

There were many tourists with children in the whole villa, and it was impossible that the first batch was 

the only one. 

Gao Yaoyao had brought a batch of visitors over because the boss wanted them to join him. Naturally, 

the people who came later to register couldn't be left out. At the very least, they had to treat today's 

visitors equally. 

After a day of free visits, the Linlin aquarium became popular the next day. 

Many of the tourists who had visited yesterday had posted the videos on the internet. Whether it was 

the Blood Red Dragon or the koi bubbles, they were all popular. 

For videos like this, even if they were not as popular as Linlin villa, a fish worth millions would easily 

attract attention and become a hot topic, not to mention something as magical as a koi collecting money 

to build a nest and blowing love bubbles. 

therefore, under the popularity of linlin villa, the popularity of koi bubbles using money to build their 

nests and spitting love bubbles was naturally higher. 



Qin Lin moved today's things to the villa and returned to the office to check the internet. He found that 

the koi bubbles had already become a hot search and was being discussed very much on the internet. 

Moreover, in front of the koi that were paid to build their nests and were so intelligent that they spat 

love bubbles, the blood-red Dragons that were worth millions of dollars each paled in comparison. 

He believed that after a while, the value of bubbles would surpass that of the blood Dragon. 

Chapter 554 Hundreds Of Thousands Of Phoenix Coronet And Robes Of Rank! The Opening Of A New 

Venue _2 

Just as he was thinking about this, there was a knock on the door. It was Ling Xuan, the aquarium 

director. 

As soon as Ling Xuan came in, she handed Qin Lin a document and reported, " boss, there are two things 

I need to tell you. The first is that my uncle has already joined the company, so I need to buy some tools 

and equipment to cultivate ornamental fish. The other thing is about the koi fish bubbles. 

I'm just going to soak the coins and bite them. I think that no matter how hard I disinfect them, there 

will still be bacteria on the coins. So, I was thinking if I could make some of the Aquarium's own coins 

and then disinfect them? " 

the coin is deliberately engraved with bubbles. When there are enough coins at the bottom of the pool, 

we can even take the coin out and sell it as an aquarium souvenir. It should be very gimmicky and 

meaningful to hype it up. 

"Chief Ling, you can try this, but I don't know if it'll work." When Qin Lin heard this idea, he couldn't help 

but sigh at the other party's quick thinking. 

He had not thought of this. 

the game note said coins, but it didn't seem to specify what kind of coins it was, right? 

If this method was feasible, not only would it give the aquarium one more way to generate income, but 

it would also give the aquarium one more souvenir. It was quite meaningful. 

"Then I'll immediately get someone to deal with it." Ling Xuan also left after getting Qin Lin's reply, 

feeling quite motivated. 

They had just started working at a new company, and everyone wanted to do something as soon as 

possible. 

After Ling Xuan left, Qin Lin looked at the game in his mind and began to control the game character to 

deal with today's matters. 

First of all, he didn't farm the mountain goods. 

He cut down trees, but he didn't get anything. 

After that, it was fishing. 

Today's 35 fish allowed him to catch a total of 10 quality 1 ornamental fish and 25 quality 2 wild fish. 
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There weren't any quality 2 ornamental fish, nor were there any special fish. 

from this, it could be seen that other than the 10 ornamental fish that were fixed, the quality 2 

ornamental fish and special fish were probably pure luck. 

After putting all the fish in the pond, Qin Lin controlled the game and entered the house on the farm. He 

went to the TV to see if there was a TV show. 

To him, this was equivalent to a daily mission, and it was also the easiest way for him to obtain game 

items. 

This time, as soon as the TV was turned on, the plot dialogue appeared: 

[ today is a formal dress shopping event. Olive Town holds a formal dress ceremony every year. This 

year, the topic of their ceremony is wedding. Today's auction is a mysterious Oriental wedding dress 

designed by the champion designer of the olive Town formal dress ceremony. Young friends who like it 

can put it up for auction! ] 

There was a shopping program on TV again. 

The key was still to sell the clothes in Olive Town. 

More importantly, they were selling formal dresses today. Did Olive Town have something decent? 

He remembered that the things he had sold before were a little indecent. He was afraid that no one 

would buy them, so he had to take care of the business in Olive Town. 

Now that they were auctioning serious items, he was more or less not used to it. 

It was like if you were used to watching a normal educational movie by Mr. Haruka, you would feel a 

little uncomfortable if you suddenly saw Mr. Haruka shoot a vegetarianism romance movie. 

However, when Qin Lin saw the wedding dress on the TV show, his eyes lit up. 

This was because the ceremonial dress was a Phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe. 

No wonder it was called the mysterious Oriental gown. 

Phoenix Coronet, red robes, and red Qilin robe should be the highest standard of wedding attire in our 

country. It should also be a set of clothes that countless men and women desire for when they get 

married, right? 

A real phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe were definitely not comparable to a wedding dress. In today's 

society, a real phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe were not things that ordinary people could afford. 

After all, the Phoenix Coronet and robes of dawn were not the kind that cost more than 2000 Yuan on 

the internet. Those were the kind that was like a pheasant in a Phoenix's clothing. 

The craftsmanship of the real glorious dusk was far more than 2000 Yuan. The price of custom-made 

Phoenix Coronet made of pure gold and the golden threads on the clothes was about 100000 Yuan. 

the key was that such phoenix coronet and robes were all made by hand, which took a long time. 



It was said that a Phoenix Coronet and robes of the Empress in ancient times would take three years to 

complete. Not only did the control of the golden thread, but the various materials of the clothes had to 

be extremely strict to the extreme. 

Only those custom-made things could be considered phoenixes, and the custom-made men's clothes 

could be considered as Qilin. 

Needless to say, this game was definitely the real deal, and it was the champion's suit from the 

ceremonial dress Festival in Olive Town. 

More importantly, the champion's gown was really beautiful. 

Even though it was only a two-dimensional picture, the Phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe were still 

eye-catching. 

He had once watched a TV drama where the female star Reba acted as a fox demon. She looked very 

good in the Phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe she wore with the Emperor in the mortal world. 

The 2D pictures in the game were much better looking than the ones in the TV series. The real items 

would definitely have attribute bonuses, which would definitely be better looking and more exquisite. 

Qin Lin suddenly had a strong urge to buy it, because he and Zhao moyin had not taken their wedding 

photos yet. He planned to wait until the comprehensive sea of flowers was done. 

He was in need of a suit like this. 

compared to any wedding dress, weren't the phoenix coronet and qilin robe more fragrant? 

He could also hang a big red flower on the little lion and ride on it. 

Wasn't that better than anything else? 

Qin Lin clicked on the purchase button without hesitation. When he saw the price, he felt a heartache 

because it was very expensive. However, it was fine even if it was a little expensive. After all, it was a 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for him and Zhao moyin. 

Chapter 555 Hundreds Of Thousands Of Phoenix Coronet And Robes Of Rank! The Opening Of A New 

Venue!_3 

 [ congratulations on your successful purchase of the mysterious Oriental wedding dress. Please fill in 

the size of the Qilin red robe, the Phoenix Coronet, and the three measurements. We will tailor-make it! 

] 

He could understand the measurements, but the Phoenix Coronet and the robe actually required the 

three measurements. This was very detailed, and it could be seen how detailed this was. 

The Phoenix Coronet and robes of rank also needed to fit the figure perfectly to show a more elegant 

posture. 

When Qin Lin saw this, he went out of the office and went to Zhao moyin's office. 
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He knew the size of his own clothes and Zhao moyin's, but it was a little difficult to determine Zhao 

moyin's measurements. 

After all, Zhao moyin's breasts had grown after his training. 

He felt that he could see if there was anything that could help him improve in this area. 

He still hoped that it would be bigger since it would not affect the aesthetic. When it reached a certain 

scale, not only would the size be perfect, but there would also be additional enjoyment. 

When he arrived at Zhao moyin's office, she was looking at a set of information on flowers. When she 

saw him come in, she said, hubby, you came at the right time. Take a look at these flower materials. We 

can plant the last season in two days. We'll be done after we're done planting the comprehensive sea of 

flowers. 

There was a look of anticipation on her face. After the comprehensive sea of flowers was built, she could 

take wedding photos with Qin Lin. 

Although in Linlin villa's current situation, the ranch was more suitable for taking wedding photos, 

women always liked to make promises and meaningful promises. 

It was her and Qin Lin's promise to take wedding photos of the integrated sea of flowers. Besides, after 

the integrated sea of flowers was done, she and Qin Lin could go to the ranch to take photos. 

Qin Lin took the information and sat on Zhao moyin's office chair. 

Zhao mochen got the hint and sat on his lap. 

He hugged Zhao mochen from behind and also looked at the information on flowers. 

This kind of intimacy was also a kind of sentiment for the couple. 

In fact, Zhao Moyi had already chosen which flowers to plant. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin was too lazy to waste his energy and directly praised, " "My wife has such good 

taste. You must have chosen the best one." 

"You're just trying to be lazy," Zhao moyin saw through Qin Lin's thoughts at a glance. 

qin lin smiled proudly and suddenly changed the topic."Honey, what are your three measurements 

now? Your breasts have grown a lot bigger recently." 

"Why are you asking this?" Zhao moyin's face blushed subconsciously. Her ** size a little too big, but it 

was all because of this bastard. 

Her sister-in-law even asked her if she had any secret to share with her. 

But how could he share this? 

Qin Lin explained,"you see, aren't we about to start planting the comprehensive sea of flowers?" I 

should at least prepare the wedding dress for our wedding photo, right? I'd like to order a Phoenix 

Coronet and a set of robes for you. There's a shop that has good craftsmanship, but I want your exact 

measurements and three measurements." 



When Zhao moyin heard this, he immediately turned his head and kissed Qin Lin."Hubby, you're the 

best." 

Which woman didn't like Phoenix Coronet and robes of rank? 

The most touching thing for a woman was that her husband remembered such a thing. 

Qin Lin and Zhao moyin were intimate for a moment. After getting Zhao moyin's latest measurements, 

he returned to the office and looked at the game screen, filling in his own size, Zhao moyin's size, and his 

measurements. 

[ we've received your size and measurements. The dress craftsmen in Olive Town will customize the 

dress as soon as possible. However, slow work will produce fine fire. In order to give you the perfect 

dress, please wait patiently. We'll let you know as soon as it's finished! ] 

obviously, these custom-made phoenix coronet and red qilin robe were different from the other items 

in the tv shopping. they were not sent immediately and had just been custom-made. 

This was the first time he had experienced this. 

He just didn't know how long it would take for the customization to be completed. 

However, according to the time ratio in the game, even if the legendary Phoenix Coronet and robes of 

the Queen took three years to make, it would only take a few days in real life. 

as qin lin thought about it, he controlled his game character to leave the ranch house and then out of 

ore town. he planned to walk around and see if he could trigger a new plot mission. 

Today, his luck seemed to be good. As soon as he controlled his character to go to ore town, he saw a lot 

of people gathered on the noticeboard in the park. 

as he controlled his character to move forward, several NPC conversations appeared: 

[ the fishing platform and the mine by the lake on the east side of the town are open. Now we can go to 

the beach to fish and explore treasures. ] 

[ I heard that there are a lot of good things in the lake mine. Gib found a large diamond in it. ] 

[ when mayor thomas was young, he found a moonstone kasaya inside. ] 

Qin Lin's face lit up when he saw the conversation between the NPCs. 

A new venue was open. 

There were more things to fish in the ocean than in the river. There was also the mine of the lake, which 

could also dig a lot of things. Even goddess stones and river child Jade could be dug in it. 

Chapter 556  

qin lin saw the prompt in the game and controlled the game character to go to the beach without 

stopping. 



In reality, the ocean had already become the greatest treasure of mankind. There were even many 

medicinal herbs that could be used for terminal illnesses in the ocean. 

Scientists had long since studied that many animals and plants in the depths of the ocean had 

miraculous effects in treating malignant tumors and some terminal diseases. 

It was a pity that the things in the depths of the ocean were difficult to collect. It was also very 

expensive and dangerous to obtain them. 

Even if these things were collected from the depths of the ocean, they would not be for ordinary people 

to use. The millions of Yuan for a single injection that was circulated to treat cancer were not affordable 

for ordinary people. 

In the game, the setting of the lake mine was related to the depth of the ocean. 

The lake mine was a place that was connected to the sea glutton. Every layer was equivalent to going 

deeper into the ocean. With every layer, something from the ocean would be washed into the lake mine 

and buried in the mine. 

aside from some items that could be mined from the spring mine, most of the items from the lake mine 

were ocean-related. 

Of course, this was only a general setting. As for what was inside, Qin Lin didn't know. After all, he 

hadn't dug it out yet. 

he controlled his character to go to the beach and found that there was a protruding platform where the 

boat was originally parked. 

In the game's settings, this was the place to fish. 

It wasn't that he hadn't thought of fishing at the beach before, but he would be prompted when he 

fished at other beaches: [ it is dangerous to fish here! ], Then, under the game's mechanics, the fishing 

rod couldn't be thrown out. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to walk to the platform. He took out a level 3 silver fishing rod 

from the dashboard, put on the bait, and threw it out. This time, it was a success. He was not restricted 

from fishing. 

Not long after the fishing rod was thrown out, a system notification appeared. 

[ you've obtained a wild giant lobster (Grade 2) ] 

Qin Lin had eaten lobsters before. It was a type of seafood that was common in the ocean and was a 

must for restaurants and hotels when they held banquets. 

However, those were all artificially cultivated, and pure wild ones were still rare. 

Qin Lin continued to cast the fishing rod, and after a while, he had another harvest. 

[ you've caught an ornamental zebra fish (quality 1) ] 

… 



[ you've obtained a sea turtle for viewing (Grade 1) ] 

… 

[ you've obtained a wild large sea crab (Grade 2) ] 

… 

[ you've harvested a wild salmon (quality 2) ] 

qin lin continued to throw out his fishing rod and caught marine products one after another. 

There were obviously more types of fishing by the sea than in the river. 

In addition to the fish, there were also sea turtles. 

Moreover, it wasn't just fish that he was eating. He was also eating lobsters and sea crabs. 

It was like adding an extra meal. Since they were all of the same quality, there were more choices for the 

taste. 

Qin Lin continued to put on the bait and threw out the fishing rod again. 

the efficiency of the level 3 silver fishing rod was very high. in just a moment, more fish were hooked. 

[ you've caught a wild giant yellow croaker (quality 2) ] 

Oh my God! Qin Lin was overjoyed when he saw the harvest this time. 

Wild giant yellow croaker was a very nourishing and rare fish in the ocean. Because humans caught 

them all year round, it was almost impossible to see wild giant yellow croaker in diving areas. 

The ones circulating in the market were only artificially cultivated ones. 

In other words, this fish was equivalent to the carp in the Inland, but it was not something that the carp 

could compare with. 

Because the medicinal value of wild yellow croaker was far higher than that of crucian carp, it was very 

beneficial to the elderly. 

Wasn't there news that a person caught a seven catty big yellow croaker and it was bought for 42000 

Yuan, which was equivalent to 6000 Yuan per catty? 

moreover, the bigger the fish, the more valuable it was. a wild giant yellow croaker that weighed more 

than 20 catties was even auctioned at a fish gathering for 300000 yuan, which was more than 10000 

yuan per catty. 

This kind of thing couldn't be bought with money. 

Naturally, there was another important reason why wild giant yellow croaker was so expensive. It was 

very effective in preventing and curing various types of cancer. 

After all, those rich people were not fools. 



Qin Lin was naturally excited to catch such a thing on his first day fishing at the beach. His current 

business didn't need to make money from selling this thing at all. 

However, this thing was also extremely good for him to eat. 

Moreover, he thought of something, that was, the villa's overall construction was about to be completed 

and it was about to enter the renovation stage. 

When the manor villa was completed, there would be high-class guests. It would be very stylish to make 

some wild yellow croaker. 

Moreover, he didn't seem to be lacking in quality 2 fish and quality 2 seafood. He also had quality 2 

vegetables and quality 2 fruits. 

He could even make quality 3 egg-fried rice and quality 3 fish banquet from time to time. 

This made him think about whether it was appropriate to directly treat her as a VIP guest. After all, the 

number of VIP guests that he had previously set was still a little low. 

The manor villa was going to be high-end, but how high-end would it be? he had to think carefully. 

For example, Minister Lu, professor Ren, and even some academicians came to recuperate for a few 

days. They couldn't let Wang Yan go in and disturb them, right? 

Wang yang could let him in through his connections, but people like the nation's husband young master 

Wang or the nouveau riche were also rich. Letting such people in at that time would affect the style. 

Don't doubt it. When the manor villa is completed, these two-quality items, even the Linlin medicinal 

wine, will become the regular supply of the manor villa. People will definitely be attracted to it, without 

having to fight for it in the villa. 
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Therefore, he still had to think about the manor villa. 

There must be a limited number of people every month. 

Even if the rich and powerful wanted to come, they would have to apply in advance. 

It's your business if you're rich and awesome. However, if you want to come to my Manor villa for 

treatment, I'll give you an application form to fill in your information first. Then, I'll let you know when 

there's a quota. Otherwise, you'll have to wait in line. 

That would be awesome. 

However, if they really reached that level, they would have to make the manor villa independent from 

the ranches and villas. They would have to build a special wall and a separate zone with green plants so 

that the noise from the ranches and ranches would not affect the manor villa. 

Otherwise, wouldn't it be disgusting if academicians like professor Ren and Mr. Zhong came to 

recuperate and brainless tourists came in with their phones to take pictures? 

Qin Lin thought about it and continued to wave the fishing rod. 



he couldn't move into the manor villa yet. he would wait until the manor villa was ready. 

A moment later. 

Something else took the bait. 

[ you've obtained a wild giant lobster (Grade 2) ] 

… 

[ you've obtained a wild large sea crab (Grade 2) ] 

[ because you've made too much noise while fishing, the animals in the nearby waters have been scared 

away. Come back tomorrow! ] 

It was obvious that there was a limit to the number of times he could fish in the river. 

Counting carefully, he could also catch 35. 

This time, he also caught 10 ornamental animals of Grade 1. 

He had also caught 25 animals, and the level 3 fishing rod and Level 3 bait were both of the same 

quality. 

The overall quality was no different from fishing in the river, the only difference was the type. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to return to the farm, put the fish into the pond, and then locked 

the office door again and entered the game to check. 

This time, they caught seven quality 2 lobsters, six quality 2 sea crabs, and a total of 12 quality 2 salmon. 

Qin Lin arrived at the pond and was surprised to see the remarks on these items. 

[ wild giant lobster: quality 2 (20 pounds) ] 

[ Note: This is a pure wild sea lobster, a product of the game, free of pollution and parasites: Taste +2, 

deliciousness +2, blood nourishment and yang nourishment +2, strengthening the spleen and appetizing 

the appetite +2! ] 

The seven giant lobsters were almost 20 catties. 

Lobsters of this size were very rare, and they had a lot of attributes. In addition to the +2 taste and +2 

deliciousness, they also had the +2 blood nourishing and yang nourishing attributes, as well as the +2 

appetizer attributes. 

In particular, it nourishes the blood and nourishes the Yang. Men would definitely like this attribute. 

This was another f * cking male-related attribute. 

Who would have thought that a large lobster would have such an effect? 

[ wild sea crab: quality 2 (30 pounds) ] 

[ Note: This is a pure wild large sea crab, a product of the game. No pollution, no parasites: taste +2, 

deliciousness +2, physique enhancement +2, rich nutrition +2! ] 



The size of the sea crab was also very big, and it also had A +2 taste and +2 deliciousness. 

There was also this physique enhancement +2 and rich nutrition +2. This was simply the best food for 

diet therapy. 

[ wild salmon: quality 2 (25 catties) ] 

[ Note: This is a pure wild salmon, a product of the game. It is free of pollution and parasites: Taste +2, 

delicious +2, immune system +2, anemia prevention +2, stroke prevention +2, dementia prevention +2! ] 

It was obvious that the salmon had more attribute effects, and its value as a diet was higher. 

In particular, apart from the taste and texture, the 4 attributes were definitely a must for the elderly. 

To be honest, these quality 2 items were not that rare to Qin Lin. 

After all, he had already eaten a lot of quality 2 items, so he was somewhat immune to them. 

However, if these three types of pure wild seafood were to be sold outside, they would definitely be 

very popular. 

With these three types of seafood, once the manor villa was ready, the menu of quality 2 items would 

be enriched. 

Moreover, he might be able to catch other kinds of seafood when he went fishing at the beach. 

As he thought about it, Qin Lin looked directly at the note of the wild giant yellow croaker: 

[ wild giant yellow croaker: quality 2 (30 catties) ] 

[ this is a pure wild yellow croaker. The game is free of pollution and parasites: Taste +2, deliciousness 

+2, liver and kidney protection +2, blood and Qi nourishment +2, vision-improving and mind-calming +2, 

early yang treatment +2, cancer prevention +2!" 

Looking at the wild giant yellow croaker's attributes, he realized that there was a reason why it was so 

expensive. 

Was it stupid for a rich man to buy 500 grams for 10000 Yuan? It was worth it just to supplement the 

liver and protect the kidney by +2 and cure the premature ejaculation by +2. 

If it was effective, some people would buy it no matter how expensive it was. 

In addition, the +2 blood and Qi replenishment was also very important for people over the age of 40. 

Moreover, this big yellow croaker had a cancer prevention attribute of +2. If they knew that this thing 

was effective, rich people would be willing to buy it for any price. 

therefore, if he made an all-fish banquet for this 30-pound yellow croaker, the taste and deliciousness 

would increase by 3 points, so it was not too much to ask for 500000 yuan. 

The key was that even if he had 500000 Yuan, it still depended on whether he had fish and whether he 

was in the mood to cook an all-fish banquet. 

At that time, this kind of big yellow croaker could be the king of vegetables in the manor villa. 



Qin Lin exited the game after learning the remarks of the seafood. 

This time, in addition to fishing by the sea, there was also the lake mine. He controlled his character to 

go to the lake mine to take a look. 

back in the office. 

Qin Lin looked at the screen in his mind again and controlled the game character to go to the lake mine. 

The lake mine was similar to the spring Mine. They were both underground spaces of the same color 

and structure. 

The difference between the two was that half of the lake mine was a water current area, so it couldn't 

be excavated. 

In the game, the current area represented seawater. 

The things in the ocean were washed into the mine through this seawater and buried in the mine. 

Therefore, the mining area of the lake mine was smaller than that of the spring Mine. 

Qin Lin took out the digging tools from his tool bar and started digging on the first floor of the lake mine. 

After digging a few plots of land, a system prompt appeared: 

[ congratulations on obtaining a piece of copper ore! ] 

Continue digging! 

After a few more boxes, the notification appeared again. 

[ congratulations, you have excavated a piece of silver ore! ] 

Just like the spring Mine, it started off with gold, silver, and copper ore. 

They didn't even find anything after excavating the first layer. 

He went to the second level and continued to dig, but there was nothing else besides gold, silver, and 

copper ore. 

There was still nothing on the third level. 

The probability of that happening seemed a little low. 

Qin Lin controlled his character and entered the fourth floor. 

This time, when he was halfway through excavating the fourth floor, he finally had some gains other 

than the gold, silver, and copper ores. 

[ congratulations, you have discovered ol 'Seadog's spine! ] 

“？？？”Qin Lin was speechless when he saw this thing. 

What the hell is this? 



He had thought that the sudden notification would be something good. 

who knew that it was just a bone? 

Was the system playing with him? 

He sighed. 

He continued digging. 

The fourth floor. 

On the fifth floor. 

After excavating two layers in a row, other than gold, silver, copper, and a bone, there was no other 

harvest. 

Compared to the spring Mine, the lake mine seemed to be too poor. 

When he was about to control his character to enter the sixth level of the lake mine, the system gave 

him a restriction prompt. 

In other words, he could only enter the lake mine's fifth floor. He would have to wait until he leveled up 

to reach the sixth floor. 

He had originally thought that the lake mine would reach the 12th floor like the spring Mine. 

In other words, when the lake mine was opened, he was digging for loneliness? He only managed to dig 

out the spine of a sealhound? 

And what was this ol 'Seadog? 

A dog in the sea? 

although he was complaining about this thing, qin lin still went online to check it out. only then did he 

find out that the seal was actually a seal. 

What the f * ck. 

Qin Lin thought for a while, then controlled the game character to return to the farm and re-entered the 

game. 

since he had already dug this thing out, he had to see what it was. perhaps this bone was good stuff? 

When Qin Lin saw the remarks on the seal of the seal, he was stunned. Then, his eyes were filled with 

disbelief. 

It seemed that he was really shallow. 

He had only thought that the bone might be something good, but who knew that it was really good. 
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qin lin entered the game and took out the spine of ol 'seadog. 



The bones were not light either, at least 10 pounds. 

This ol 'Seadog must have been quite big when he was alive, right? 

However, when he saw the information on ol 'Seadog's spine, he was truly dumbfounded. 

[ (rare) ocean Hound spine: Grade 2 ] 

[ this is the spine of an old Seadog that has lived for a long time and has high intelligence. It was washed 

into the lake mine by the sea water. 

the spine of these sea dogs was almost invisible, and they had a very magical effect when used to make 

wine. Promote blood circulation to dispel blood stasis +2, reduce swelling and pain +2, treat menstrution 

and infertility +2, treat cold womb and infertility +2! 

The last two attributes ... 

He had thought that it was just a bone, but who knew that it was a Saint bone used to soak in wine? 

furthermore, it was of rare quality and was almost impossible to find. 

As for the +2 in promoting blood circulation and removing blood stasis, as well as the +2 in swelling and 

pain relief, he could directly ignore them as they were just there to make up the numbers. 

However, the wine that could cure cold infertility +2 and cold womb infertility +2 was amazing. 

Apart from the lack of tools, these two factors were the main reason for infertility. The key was that 

they were difficult to treat and cost a lot of money. 

As long as someone had problems in these two areas, they would probably come to beg for this 

medicinal wine. 

Thinking about it, he also had a medicinal wine that could strengthen yang and kidney. If someone was 

weak, it could be supplemented. 

Li Qing, Chen shengfei, and Marvin's wives were all pregnant. 

Wasn't this better than Guan Yin? Wasn't it better than the infertility hospital? 

There was no effect on kneeling and sending a child away. Even going to the infertility hospital might not 

have an effect. However, as long as it was for these two reasons, his wine would definitely have an 

effect. 

When the time came, the medicinal wine made from this could be called Linlin's child-giving wine. 

After seeing the attribute effects of the seal of the sea Dog, Qin Lin felt that the quality of the lake mine 

had increased. 

He had misunderstood the lake mine just now, and he should sincerely apologize. 

Even though they had only gotten one bone after digging five floors, the value of this bone was high. 

qin lin decisively quit the game and went out of the office. he took a big bucket and left the villa. he was 

going to the warehouse to bring out some seafood and soak the spine of the seadog into wine. 



Before he went to the warehouse, he went to the Chinese medicine market to lie down. The bone 

soaking wine needed some other ingredients, otherwise the medicinal wine would taste a little strange. 

When he arrived at the warehouse, the first thing he did was to enter the game and head to the storage 

room. 

By now, he had already prepared a lot of things in the game storage room. 

It didn't matter if it was a container for soaking wine or all kinds of white wine. 

There was also a lot of common Linlin wine. 

When this kind of bone wine was mixed with ginseng, Ganoderma, and other ingredients, the ratio was 

about 1: around 10. 

This old seal's spine could be used to soak 100 pounds of child-giving wine. 

The container used to make the wine had a capacity of 150 catties. With the weight of the spine of the 

old seal dog and the ingredients, the total weight of more than 120 catties was just right. 

Qin Lin took out a wine container with a capacity of 150 pounds, filed a few holes in the spine of the old 

seal, and threw it in. 

This way, the effects of the seal's spine would be better integrated into the medicinal wine. 

After that, he added the ingredients and finally went to the side to find a few barrels of 55% normal 

white wine used to soak the medicinal wine and poured them into the wine soaking container. 

The medicinal wine with this effect didn't matter what kind of white wine was used to brew it. 

Moreover, even if it was an ordinary 55% alcohol white wine, it would have been in the game for more 

than 20 years. 

After making the Linlin's child-giving wine, Qin Lin went to the pond and fished out a quality 2 lobster, a 

quality 2 sea crab, and a quality 2 salmon. He put them into the big bucket he had brought with him, 

planning to bring them back to the villa to try them first. 

He had never eaten seafood of this quality before. 

As for the wild giant yellow croaker, he didn't know what the chances of catching it were, so he decided 

to leave it in the game. 

After all, if it was made into an all-fish banquet, each fish would be worth 500000 Yuan. There was no 

need to kill it just for the sake of his appetite. 

After packing up the three seafood, Qin Lin logged out of the game. After transporting the three seafood 

to the villa, he sent them to the kitchen of the restaurant and handed them to Master Lin. 

After entering the kitchen, a sign could be seen hanging in the most obvious position: Min province 

celebrity certificate. 



Master Lin had previously been forced to participate in a min province television station's celebrity 

deeds promotion program. When he returned, he had brought back the min province celebrity deeds 

certificate issued by the television station. 

Although Master Lin said that he was against it, he had hung it in the most prominent position in the 

kitchen after he came back. 

Even on the day of the show, the restaurant staff saw him quietly switch the LCD screen hanging in the 

restaurant to the channel that broadcasted the show. 

That day, the restaurant staff and the customers all saw the show. 

"Boss, what good stuff did you bring this time?" When Master Lin saw Qin Lin carrying a big bucket in, 

he immediately went up to him. 

He knew very well that his boss would not enter the kitchen unless there was something important. 

Once he entered the kitchen, if he was carrying something in his hand, it must be something good. 

how could I bring such big shrimp and crabs? and they're wild? " master lin looked at the two quality 

lobsters and two quality sea crabs in surprise. 

Although the boss had taken a lot of wild fish before, this was the first time he had wild seafood. 

Its size was probably over ten thousand. 

"it's wild." Qin Lin explained and then ordered,"Kill all three of them at dinner. Except for my share, send 

the rest to the management restaurant and let everyone share it." 
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With the development of the villa, there were more and more employees. The original staff cafeteria 

had to be eaten in batches, otherwise the queue would be too crowded. 

Now that the mountain villa had expanded, there were many managers, so it was impossible for them to 

line up like the employees. Therefore, they had specially renovated a management restaurant so that 

the managers could eat without having to line up. It was also a benefit for the management of the dining 

environment. 

Even when he was eating with Zhao Moyu, he was still managing the restaurant. 

"Okay, boss!" Master Lin nodded, his face filled with joy. 

He was also a manager. 

He had a share in this. 

As a chef for so long, he had only tried such a large seafood dish a limited number of times. Moreover, it 

was wild. Needless to say, the taste and texture of the seafood brought by the boss were definitely 

better than ordinary ones. 

the boss had never dropped the ball when it came to food, and the food he brought every time was the 

best. 



… 

in the evening, qin lin went to zhao moyin's office and had dinner with her. 

After they left the office, Zhao Moyu asked, " "Where did you buy such big lobsters and sea crabs for 

everyone's meal?" 

I've found some new channels. I'm planning to provide them to the high-end guests of the manor villa 

when it's ready. "How did you know?" Qin Lin asked after explaining. I was going to give you a surprise." 

Zhao moyin explained, " Master Lin has already sent this message in the group. Yaoyao and sister LAN Zi 

are all craving for it. They've been discussing it in the group just now. Didn't you see the message in the 

WeChat management Group? " 

Qin Lin rarely looked at the WeChat group messages except for sending some notifications. 

Even in the management group, women like Gao Yaoyao, Lin Lanzi, and Zhang Guizhu were too good at 

spamming the group. Most of their words were meaningless. 

When Qin Lin and Zhao mochen arrived at the management restaurant, Lin Lanzi, Gao Yaoyao, and Chen 

dabei were already there. They were all having a good time. 

After all, they had never eaten such huge lobsters and sea crabs before. Master Lin had said that they 

were all wild. 

When the managers saw Qin Lin and Zhao moyin come in, they also greeted them respectfully. 

A moment later. 

Soon, Master Lin and the kitchen staff came out with bowls of lobsters, sea crabs, and salmon. 

Although the lobsters and crabs had a lot of shells, and most of them were heavy, there was still a lot of 

meat from 20 to 30 catties. It was still possible for everyone to try it. 

On the other hand, there was 30 catties of salmon. This was all meat, and everyone could eat quite a lot. 

Together with the other dishes, the meal was very sumptuous. 

boss, this is you and your wife. I chose the place with the best lobster and crab meat. Master Lin 

personally took the tray and brought a serving of lobster, sea crab, and salmon to their table. 

"You've worked hard." Qin Lin said with a smile. 

When Master Lin brought the other dishes to the table, Qin Lin saw his mother walking in with wangcai. 

The main point was that his mother-in-law, Chen Zhao, was also beside his mother. 

His mother-in-law had actually come over today. Her expression seemed a little off, as if she was in a fit 

of anger. 

Chen Zhao and Lin Fen went to the table and sat down angrily. 

Lin Fen sat beside her and comforted her. Chen Zhao, don't be angry. It's bad for your health. I'll ask Lin 

and Moyu to help you talk to him tonight. 



"Mom, what's wrong?" Zhao Moshu asked Chen Zhao in confusion. She knew her mother's personality 

very well. She wouldn't be this angry under normal circumstances. 

Once he got so angry, it was definitely not a small matter. 

Chen Zhao also seemed to want to complain, " "It's your brother and sister-in-law. Look at how long 

they've been married." 

"It's been almost two years." Zhao Moyu replied. 

exactly, " Chen Zhao said seriously. it's been almost two years, but your sister-in-law's stomach hasn't 

moved. I've asked her. She and your brother didn't take any precautions either. 

"Ah, mom, you're still asking sister-in-law about this?" Zhao Mo asked in embarrassment. 

"Can't I be in a hurry to hold my grandson?" Chen Zhao snorted,"it's been almost two years. I'm in a 

hurry." I wanted your brother to go to the hospital for a check-up and get treated if there was a 

problem, but he didn't listen to me. " 

"Um, are you sure it's my problem?" Zhao Moyu asked. 

Chen Zhao said angrily, " whether it's your brother's problem or not, we'll know once we check him. The 

thing is, he just doesn't want to go. I'm so angry. 

Qin Lin didn't expect his brother-in-law to have such a problem. To be honest, it was normal for him not 

to get pregnant within a year, but if he didn't take any precautions after a year, there would be some 

problems. 

However, the man really couldn't bring himself to check this kind of problem. 

But wasn't this a coincidence? 

He didn't know if the medicinal wine soaked in sealhound's bones would be effective on his brother-in-

law and his wife. 

Chen Zhao suddenly looked at Qin Lin and Zhao moyin and said with an interrogating look, " Qin Lin, 

you've been dating Mo Han for a long time. You've been living together since last year, right? " 

The meaning of his words was already very clear. 

Qin Lin did not expect his mother-in-law to shift the topic to him and Zhao moyin. He hurriedly said, 

mom, there's nothing wrong with me and Motian. We're just taking precautions. We want to wait until 

the villa and the ranch are on the right track, and then we'll hold a wedding before having children. 

Zhao mochen was a little embarrassed. Seeing Chen Zhao look at her, she hurriedly nodded, indicating 

that it was true. 

Qin Lin didn't want to talk about this, so he quickly diverted Chen Zhao's attention. "Mom, I have a kind 

of medicinal wine here that will be effective in this area. Why don't you bring some back for brother-in-

law? Let him and sister-in-law try drinking a small cup at night for this period of time. If it really doesn't 

work, we'll help you persuade brother-in-law to go and take a look." 
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Chen Zhao's eyes lit up. Then you can bring some back for me later." 

She believed her son-in-law's words. After all, she knew that her son-in-law had a wine that could 

strengthen men's yang and kidneys. She had even given some to her husband to drink. At his age, the 

effect was indeed very strong. 

"Alright, mom!" Qin Lin nodded. He was relieved to see that his mother-in-law was no longer on this 

topic. He continued, mom, there's pure wild seafood for dinner tonight. It's also very rare. Quickly try it. 

As he spoke, he picked up a piece of lobster meat and gave it to his mother-in-law. Then, he also picked 

up a piece for his mother. 

At this time, Gao Yaoyao, Lin Lanzi, Chen dabei, and the other managers had already started eating. 

"The meat of this giant lobster is really delicious." 

"Well, the same goes for the meat of the big sea crab. The food the boss brings is delicious." 

"I've eaten salmon many times in Xia city, but the taste and texture can't compare to this." 

"The salmon is artificial, right? The boss brought the pure wild ones. Master Lin said that one was a few 

thousand Yuan." 

“……” 

Quality 2 lobster, quality 2 sea crab, quality 2 salmon ... These people couldn't resist the taste. 

Even Lin Fen, Chen Zhao, and Zhao mochen were surprised after eating it and kept praising it. 

After the meal, Qin Lin went to his office, locked the door, and then came out with two pounds of 

Linlin's child-giving wine. 

According to the game time, this wine had been brewing for a few months. 

After Qin Lin handed the bottle of Linlin's child-giving wine to Chen Yu, the mother-in-law left in a hurry. 

When he got home, he saw li Jiawen watching TV. 

"Mom, you're back." When li Jiawen saw Chen Zhao, she was a little careful. She naturally knew about 

the unhappy incident between her mother-in-law and her husband. 

however, she had no choice. in fact, before they got married, she and her husband did not put up any 

protection, and it had been a long time. 

In other words, she and her husband would have some problems. 

"Here!" Chen Zhao handed li Jiawen the bottle of Linlin's child-giving wine that Qin Lin had given him. 

"Mom, What's this?" Li Jiawen asked, puzzled. 

it's the medicinal wine Qin Lin gave you, " Chen Zhao explained. he said it's good for you and moyun. 

Drink a small cup every night. 



Li Jiawen immediately understood her mother-in-law's meaning and nodded with a red face. 

… 

Time passed. 

In the next few days, Qin Lin's daily task was to go fishing by the sea. Over the next few days, he had 

stored dozens of marine animals and caught dozens more from the river. 

As for the wild giant yellow croaker, he caught another one in the past few days. It was also a quality 2 

and weighed 30 pounds. 

This meant that although wild giant yellow croaker could not be caught every day, there was still a 

chance. When the manor villa was done, the king of vegetables was guaranteed. 

In addition to these daily tasks, he had also been paying attention to the Phoenix Coronet and red Qilin 

robe he had bought on the TV shopping show. 

It was a pity that his estimation was wrong. He originally thought that it would be done in a few days, 

but there was no movement at all. 

Even after another half a month, there was still no news of the customization being completed. 

After such a long time, he didn't know what quality the Phoenix Coronet and red Qilin robe would be. 

In the past 20 days, he had seen his mother-in-law, Chen Xiao, happily bring his daughter-in-law, li 

Jiawen, to the mountain villa. She looked like she was extremely precious to him, holding his hand while 

they walked. 

It was because li Jiawen was pregnant. 

His mother-in-law had praised the medicinal wine the moment they had met, and had even told him to 

drink some when he and Zhao moyin were having children. 

In other words, his brother-in-law, Zhao moyun, and his wife might be infertile due to a cold womb. 

Although he didn't know whether the husband and wife's illness was serious or not, the Linlin child-

giving wine made from the spine of the old seal dog was obviously effective, and very strong. 

In the future, if he dug up such bones again, he definitely couldn't underestimate them. They might be 

some good stuff. 

 


